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Cellular fate depends on the spatiotemporal separation and integration of signaling processes that can be
provided by phosphorylation events. In this study, we identify the crucial points in signaling crosstalk that can
be triggered by discrete phosphorylation events on a single target protein. We integrated the data on individual
human phosphosites with the evidence on their corresponding kinases, the functional consequences of
phosphorylation on activity of the target protein and corresponding pathways. Our results show that there is a
substantial fraction of phosphosites that can play critical roles in crosstalk between alternative and redundant
pathways and regulatory outcome of phosphorylation can be linked to a type of phosphorylated residue.
These regulatory phosphosites can serve as hubs in the signal flow and their functional roles are directly
connected to their specific properties. Namely, phosphosites with similar regulatory functions are
phosphorylated by the same kinases and participate in regulation of similar biochemical pathways. Such
sites are more likely to cluster in sequence and space unlike sites with antagonistic outcomes of their
phosphorylation on a target protein. In addition, we found that in silico phosphorylation of sites with similar
functional consequences has comparable outcomes on a target protein stability. An important role of
phosphorylation sites in biological crosstalk is evident from the analysis of their evolutionary conservation.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).Introduction
Recent phosphoproteomic analyses showed
that almost half of all proteins in eukaryotic cells
are phosphorylated and protein phosphorylation
enables cells to dynamically regulate protein activity
and subcellular localization and transmit signals
downstream the reaction path [1,2]. Regulatory
mechanisms of phosphorylation are quite diverse.
It may be accompanied by changes in local site
environment or global conformation, leading to
protein activation or inactivation [3]. At the same
time, it can modulate the nature and strength of
protein interactions, thereby regulating protein bind-
ing and coordinating different pathways [4,5,50].
Many proteins contain multiple phosphorylation sites
that can control different functions of the target protein
and provide an expanded combinatorial repertoire
for regulation of functional activity. For example, thelsevier Ltd. This is an open access article
rg/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).binding affinity of tumor suppressor protein p53 to
CREB binding protein is modulated by multiple
phosphorylation events and its triple phosphorylation
results in a considerable increase in affinity compared
to a single phosphorylation [6]. In other cases,
phosphorylation at different sites might have an
opposite effect on protein activity causing protein
activation or inhibition [7,8]. Multiple sites can be
dephosphorylated by single or different kinases or
phosphatases thatmight serve as a basis of separation
or integration of various signals and allow system
control by different agonists [9] (Fig. 1). Moreover, the
mechanism of phosphorylation might define the
response kinetics and it is known that sequential
phosphorylationmay result in steeper response curves
while random phosphorylation gives rise to more
shallow responses [10,11].
Biological signaling is very complex, involving
many states and oftentimes redundant or alternativeunder the CC BY-NC-ND license
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Fig. 1. Scenarios of pathway regulation by single or multiple phosphorylation. Left and right: regulation by proteins
containing single or multiple phosphosites, respectively. For each panel, two scenarios are illustrated: when site/sites are
phosphorylated by one kinase or multiple kinases. Functional effect on a target protein is shown by the following: activating
(blue), inhibitory (red) and dual (green) arrows. In the right panel, phosphosite pairs with the same function are shown as a
set of two red, blue or green arrows, respectively, while pairs with different function are shown as a combination of blue and
red arrows. Homo-functional pairs may provide a pathway crosstalk by integrating activating or inhibitory signals.
Hetero-functional site pairs may provide a different scenario where phosphorylation of one site leads to activation while
phosphorylation of another site on the same protein leads to inhibition. Percentage of sites with given functional
consequences is listed above the arrows. Pie charts show the number of proteins (sites below) phosphorylated by single
(gray) and multiple (brown) kinases. The numbers were based on the intersection of Function and Kinase sets.
512 Single and multiple phosphorylation in proteinsrelationships between the systems components.
The signaling complexity in turn may or may not be
accompanied by modularity and hierarchical organi-
zation [12,13]. It has been argued that such a
seemingly unnecessary increase in diversity of
regulatory systems might compensate for the variety
of inputs and disturbances to provide specific system
responses [14]. Moreover, cellular fate depends on
the spatiotemporal distinction between signaling
processes and requires the correct integration and
separation of different cellular signals that, in turn,
provides signal amplification and enhances the
response sensitivity. At the same time, the signal
integration and separation between alternative and
redundant pathways may provide better response
specificity. There can be multiple points in signaling
pathways that mediate such pathway crosstalk when
the components and their functional states of one
pathway may affect the function of another pathway.
In some cases, pathway crosstalk may be sustained
by single proteins [13] through molecular switches
provided by post-translational modifications. Namely,
different phosphorylation eventsmay lead to inhibition
or activation of the target protein and consequently
potentially inhibit one pathway and activate another.
There have been numerous studies addressing the
topic of topological properties of regulatory networks
with the ultimate goal of identifying their hubs and
bottlenecks [15,16]. However, a full understanding of
how signal propagation is controlled requires an
integration of systems and molecular levels of descrip-
tion. In particular, deducing the ubiquitous principles ofregulation of protein activity and signal transduction
through phosphorylation of individual sites remains an
unsolved problem. In this study, we try to pinpoint the
crucial points in signaling and pathway crosstalk that
are triggered by discrete phosphorylation events in
human proteins. We integrate the data on individual
phosphosites with the evidence on their corresponding
kinases and functional consequences of phosphoryla-
tion on the target protein and downstream signaling.
Our results show that there are certain patterns in
phosphosites' locations and structural/sequence prop-
erties that point to their potential role in mediating the
communication between different functional states and
pathways. Namely, phosphosites having similar regu-
latory functions, sharing the same kinases and
participating in regulation of similar pathways are
more likely to cluster in sequence and space.
Phosphorylation of sites with similar downstream
functional consequences and phosphosites regulated
by the same kinase has comparable effects on protein
stability. The fundamental regulatory role of such
phosphorylation sites is also evident from their
evolutionary conservation patterns.
Results
Functional effect of phosphorylation can be
linked to phosphorylated residue type
Molecular mechanisms of signaling through phos-
phorylation differ depending on the external signal
513Single and multiple phosphorylation in proteinsand internal properties of the regulatory system,
biomolecules, their interactions and pathways. In
some cases, the number, position and combinations
of phosphosites determine the functional outcome,
while in other cases, the identities of individual
phosphorylated residues are also of extreme impor-
tance. First we asked if functional consequences of
phosphorylation might be linked with the residue
type for those sites that can be phosphorylated in
human proteins (Ser, Thr and Tyr). Overall, there
were substantially more activating than inhibitory
sites for all three types of residues, which was
consistent with the previous observation that acti-
vating signal flows outnumbered the inhibitory signal
flows in signal transduction networks [17]. We found
the strongest tendency toward activation for pTyr
(the ratio of activating and inhibitory sites was 3.7 for
pTyr, 2.6 for pThr and 1.7 for pSer; Fig. 2a).
Phosphorylation of tyrosine was used considerably
more often for activating signals compared to the two
other residues taken together (Fisher exact test
p-value of 4.3 × 10−6) whereas pSer was more
regularly utilized for inhibition compared to the other
two residues (p-value of 1.0 × 10−6). Although the
same tyrosine site can be phosphorylated by
different kinases, such cases of promiscuous phos-
phorylation were found to be less frequent for
tyrosine compared to serine and threonine. This
supports previous observations about the targeted
specificity of tyrosine kinases [18]. The results were
unchanged even if phosphosites were clustered
based on their location in sequence (Table S4).
We analyzed local structural changes upon
phosphorylation by measuring the center-of-mass
displacement of the side chain of target residue
before and after phosphorylation (the phosphate
group was not considered in the calculation of the
center of mass). We found that, for large majority of
sites, phosphorylation produced only small changes
in side-chain conformation of less than 1 Å. Howev-
er, there were 19 sites with relatively large displace-
ments of 2–6 Å upon phosphorylation, all of them
belonged to tyrosine sites. Overall, phosphorylation
of Tyr and Ser in protein structural regions led to the
larger structural changes while phosphorylation of
Thr produced very small changes in local structure
on average (p-value of 1.3 × 10−26) (Fig. 2b). Similar
to the functional effect, the results on structural
changes were not affected by the phosphosite
clustering (Table S4).
Distinct phosphorylation sites may mediate
crosstalk between signaling pathways
Protein phosphosites may provide points of cross-
talk between signaling pathways through a single
“junction” protein. The shared “junction” protein may
have a single ormultiple sites phosphorylated by the
same or different kinases from the same or differentpathways. In one crosstalk scenario, multiple phos-
phorylation may lead to separation of signaling
events in time or space by inhibiting or activating
the target protein and consequently potentially
inhibiting one pathway and activating another (site
pairs with double arrows of different color; Fig. 1). In
these cases, one might expect a certain functional
heterogeneity between phosphorylation sites used
for regulation [38(33 + 5)% and 4(4 + 0)% phospho-
sites regulated by multiple kinases and single
kinase, respectively; Fig. 1]. In another scenario,
multiple phosphorylation may support the integration
and convergence of different pathways resulting in
amplification, reduction or termination of the signal
(the majority of sites, red and blue labels/arrows). In
such cases, the functional homogeneity is expected
between the sites.
We analyzed the principles of mediation of
pathway crosstalk through phosphorylation. First
we found that proteins containing sites phosphory-
lated by only one kinase participated in a smaller
number of pathways (2.4 pathways on average)
than proteins phosphorylated by multiple kinases
(5.3 pathways, p-value of ≪0.01). While the number
of pathways increased with the diversity of kinases
phosphorylating activating and dual sites, for inhib-
itory sites, no such association was observed
(Fig. 2c). No correlation was found between the
phosphoprotein length and number of pathways it
controlled.
Different patterns of multiple phosphorylation
Furthermore, we hypothesized that the integration
or separation of pathways provided by the shared
protein and multiple phosphorylation sites might
depend on their intra-molecular distance in space
and along the sequence. Overall, the distance
between two phosphorylation sites in protein three-
dimensional structures correlated very well with the
distance along the sequence (Pearson correlation
coefficient ρ of 0.63) and almost no long-range
spatial contacts between phosphosites separated by
large sequence spans were detected. Consistent
with the previous observation [19,20], we found that
sites phosphorylated by the same kinase were
closer in sequences than those phosphorylated
by different kinases (p-value of ≪0.01; Fig. S2).
Importantly, we observed that two sites, which were
located closer to each other in sequence, usually
participated in regulation of the same pathway
(p-value of 2.7 × 10−17; Fig. S2), although this effect
was supported by KEGG and PID (Pathway Inter-
action Database) but not by Reactome pathway
databases (Table S3).
Next we analyzed phosphosites with respect to
the functional effect (activating, inhibitory or dual)
of phosphorylation on the target protein. Sites
having the opposite, antagonistic functional effect
a b
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Fig. 2. Properties of all phosphorylation sites. (a) Fraction of phosphorylation sites with a given functional consequence
(Act, activating, 1068 sites; Inh, inhibitory, 489 sites; Dual, dual phosphosites, 52 sites) for different residue types plotted
with the standard errors. (b) Mean value of displacement of side-chain center of mass upon phosphorylation; standard
error bars are shown. (c) Relationship between the numbers of kinases and pathways regulated by phosphosites with
different functions. (d) Evolutionary conservation of phosphosites. Positive conservation score corresponds to sites that
are more evolutionary conserved compared to other sites in a protein family. Conservation distribution for activating sites
can be described by two normal distributions. The distributions were smoothed by the Gaussian kernel density estimation.
514 Single and multiple phosphorylation in proteins(hetero-functional site pairs) showed a larger sepa-
ration along the sequence (p-value of 2.0 × 10−28;
Fig. 3a) and in space (p-value of 6.7 × 10−5)
compared to homo-functional site pairs (see
Materials and Methods for definitions). After sub-
dividing homo-functional site pairs further into
different residue types, we found that activating
pairs were less clustered than inhibitory pairs.
Moreover, activating pTyr pairs were less clustered
than activating Ser/Thr pairs (p-value of 2.3 × 10−7;
Fig. 3b) although no such distinction was observed
between inhibitory sites of different types of resi-
dues. This result helps us to understand the previous
observation that majority of pSer/pThr sites occur in
clusters in sequence [1,21,22] while only 19% of
pTyr are within 1–4 amino acids from each other [19].
Inspection of hetero-functional sites showed that
they tend to be phosphorylated by different kinases
(p-value of ≪0.01; Fig. 3c). Here “shared” kinases
refer to those kinases that can phosphorylate both
sites in a pair. Next we analyzed the pathways that
could be regulated by phosphorylation of individual
sites. If kinase A phosphorylates protein B (A → B),
we used a corresponding pathway that contained
both these proteins with recorded relationshipA → B. We found that hetero-functional phosphosite
pairs regulated fewer, common (the same) pathways
(0.6 pathways on average) compared to homo-func-
tional site pairs (2.3 pathways, p-value of ≪0.01;
Fig. 3d).
Patterns of evolutionary conservation of phos-
phosites with different functions
Previous studies showed that protein sites, which
could be potentially phosphorylated, were under
stronger evolutionary constraints compared to non-
phosphorylated surface residues [5,21]. Here we
analyzed evolutionary conservation by further dis-
tinguishing phosphosites based on their functional
outcomes (Fig. 2d). Namely, we aligned phospho-
protein sequences from our data set to domain
families as described in Materials and Methods and
calculated evolutionary conservation using the
entropy-based measure based on sequence-
weighted observed amino acid frequencies for
each column in the alignment. Unlike inhibitory
sites, activating sites had bimodal conservation
distribution that could be well described by two
Gaussian distributions according to Lilliefors test
a b
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Fig. 3. Properties of multiple phosphorylation sites. (a) Probability density function of sequence distance between
phosphorylation sites for hetero-functional (blue) and homo-functional (red) site pairs. (b) Probability density function of
sequence distance between phosphorylation sites for activating (main figure) and inhibitory (inset) site pairs. Green,
activating Tyr–Tyr pairs; purple, activating Ser/Thr–Ser/Thr pairs. (c) The histogram of the number of shared (same)
kinases that can phosphorylate both sites for hetero-functional site (blue) and homo-functional site (red) pairs. (d) The
histogram of the number of shared (same) pathways for hetero-functional site (blue) and homo-functional site (red) pairs.
The distributions were smoothed by the Gaussian kernel density estimation.
515Single and multiple phosphorylation in proteins(see Supplementary Materials). It comprised two
distinct fractions of activating sites: one fraction
included sites that were less conserved than the rest
of the family (negative conservation values; Fig. 2d)
while the second fraction contained evolutionarily
conserved activating sites (Fig. S3b).
Structural and thermodynamic properties of
regulatory phosphorylation sites
Phosphorylation can induce conformational chang-
es and affect the stability and binding properties of
proteins that, in turn, can be directly linked to the
activity changes [3,23]. Multiple phosphorylation might
further amplify this effect. We performed structural
modeling as described in Materials and Methods and
obtained 466 high-quality protein structural models
containing 809 phosphosites, 161 proteins among
them had several phosphorylation sites on one chain
(altogether 582 phosphosite pairs in total). We
repeated structural analysis using high-quality struc-
tural models obtained from the structural templates
with more than 90% identity to the query phosphopro-
tein (537 sites from 304 proteins, “Model-90” set). Next
we calculated changes in unfolding free energy (ΔΔG)
by attaching the phosphate group to each phosphor-
ylation site in all possible pair combinations on one
protein since the order of phosphorylation for these
proteins is largely unknown.We analyzed the effects of multiple phosphoryla-
tion events on protein stability in their relation to
function using FoldX. Since phosphorylation might
stabilize or destabilize protein state, we hypothesize
here that sites with similar functional consequences
of phosphorylation on a single target protein might
have a similar effect on stability of a given protein
state. In other words, if phosphorylation outcome is
measured in terms of quantitative ΔΔG values, such
phosphosites might have the same sign and similar
amplitudes to their corresponding ΔΔG values. In
support of this hypothesis, phosphosite pairs with
the same activating or inhibitory functional conse-
quences (activating–activating, inhibitory–inhibitory)
showed more coherent behavior (measured in terms
of ΔΔG values) compared to other site pairs. It was
evident from measuring the relative differences
between their ΔΔG values (Fig. S4a, p-value of
0.024). This effect was more pronounced for
structural models from Model-90 set (p-value of
0.008) and was mostly attributed to heavily phos-
phorylated proteins with more than five sites (Table
S2). Furthermore, we found a weak but significant
linear correlation between ΔΔG values for sites with
the same functional outcome (p-value of 0.035) that
was further supported by Model-90 set (p-value of
8 × 10−5). On the contrary, there was no correlation
between ΔΔG values for sites with different functions
(p-value of 0.5; Fig. S5). Interestingly, if two sites
516 Single and multiple phosphorylation in proteinsshared the same kinase, the effect of their phos-
phorylation on protein stability was more similar
(Fig. S4b, p-value of 0.008 and p-value of 0.02 for
Model-90 set).
Multiple phosphorylation of IRF3 (interferon regu-
latory factor 3) illustrates how phosphorylation sites
located in different clusters might have differential
effects on IRF3 stability and structure. IRF3 is
expressed in cytoplasm as inactive monomer. Viral
infection induces the phosphorylation of IRF3 that
forms an active oligomer, enters the nucleus and
activates the expression of interferon-α/β. Phosphor-
ylation in Ser/Thr sites may activate IRF3 by
inducing conformational rearrangements so that
the C-terminal segment switches from an autoinhi-
bitory state to an active dimer. According to
PhosphositePlus database (“Function” set), seven
phosphorylated Ser and Thr residues that are
important for the activation are located in two major
clusters; sites of each cluster are close to each other
in sequence and in space. The first cluster includes
residues Ser385 and Ser386 that are partially
exposed and might trigger or complement subse-
quent phosphorylation events. According to our
analysis of IRF3 autoinhibitory structure (Protein
Data Bank code 1QWT), phosphorylation of Ser385
and Ser386 does not produce large effects on
stability and conformation of inactive monomer
(ΔΔG = +0.2–0.6 kcal/mol and center-of-mass dis-
placement upon phosphorylation of 0.1–0.2 Å) and
phosphorylation of these sites might be necessary
but not sufficient for IRF3 activation. It was originally
proposed and subsequently confirmed by different
experimental studies [24] that phosphorylation of
residues in another cluster (Ser396, Ser398,
Ser402, Thr404 and Ser405) releases IRF3 auto-
inhibition and allows it to interact with the coactivator
CBP/p300 to initiate the transcription. Consistent
with the authoinhibitory model, we show that
phosphorylation of all but one residue within the
cluster destabilizes the autoinhibitory IRF3 structure,
the largest destabilizing effect on conformation is
observed for phosphorylation of Ser398 and Ser396
residues (ΔΔG = +2.4 and +1.4 kcal/mol, respec-
tively; center-of-mass displacement of 1.3 Å). The
critical role of Ser396 was previously confirmed as
the minimal phosphoacceptor residue required for
the in vivo activation of IRF3 [25]. All abovemen-
tioned phosphosites belong to homo-functional sites
with the coherent outcome of their phosphorylation
on IRF3 function and stability.Discussion
Sequential reactions have certain advantages
over single-step signaling in providing additional
regulatory checkpoints or proofreading steps [26].
Moreover, selection of signal through the successiveregulatory checkpoints and dichotomic search
should be more fast and efficient. Indeed, regulatory
reactions are highly non-linear, which explains the
predominance of indirect consequences of their
perturbation and difficulty of functional annotations
of many phosphorylation sites [27].
Here we applied the systems approach and
analyzed the functional consequences of hundreds
of phosphorylation events on target proteins and
downstream signaling by crosslinking the data on
individual phosphorylation events with the quarrying
of biological pathways. We found that multiple
phosphorylation and, in a few cases, single phos-
phorylation events on the same protein can serve as
molecular switches allowing the biological crosstalk
between different redundant and alternative path-
ways. These phosphosites can serve as hubs in
the signal flow through the phosphorylation networks
and possess special properties. Namely, phospho-
si tes having simi lar regulatory funct ions
(homo-functional site pairs), sharing the samekinases
and participating in regulation of similar pathways are
more likely to cluster in sequence and space, and this
tendency for clustering is more pronounced for pThr/
pSer sites. Furthermore, phosphosites with similar
downstream functional consequences and phospho-
sites regulated by the same kinase have comparable
effects on protein stability. In turn, this might point to
possible amplification of phosphorylation effectswhen
multiple sites are phosphorylated that can lead to
integration of activating or inhibitory signals. Contrari-
wise, phosphosites with antagonistic regulatory func-
tions tend to be located farther apart in sequence and
structure while being phosphorylated by different
kinases. Such sites may provide the separation of
pathways in time and space.
We observe that there are more activating signaling
events associated with Tyr phosphorylation com-
pared to inhibitory flows. While activating role of
phosphorylation could be explained in some cases by
the evolution of phosphorylation sites from negatively
charged amino acids [28], an understanding of its
molecular mechanisms could be attained through the
“conformational selection” hypothesis [29,30]. Within
the framework of this hypothesis, activation by
phosphorylation may occur when phosphorylation
selects the relevant discrete conformation out of the
entire preexisting ensemble, shifting the equilibrium of
the conformational ensemble [31] and leading to
activation of downstream signaling by stabilizing the
active or destabilizing the inactive states. Recently, it
was shown that pathway relations involving activation
were characterized by a high percentage of structured
regionsand lowdisorder content [32].Wehypothesize
here that one of the reasons why tyrosine is strongly
associated with activation and depleted in inhibitory
reactions is that pTyr is usually located in structured
regions [33,34] and its phosphorylation leads to a
more specific response. Such fine-tuned specific
517Single and multiple phosphorylation in proteinsresponse ismore suitable for activating events that are
generally accompanied by precise conformational
changes at both local and global levels [35]. The
association of tyrosine phosphorylation with activating
events is consistent with a pivotal role of tyrosine in
oncogene signaling, which extensively deregulates
tyrosinephosphorylation [17,36]. It was shown recently
that phosphorylation in structured regions, especially
tyrosine phosphorylation, is related to longer-lasting
effects of phosphorylation [34] compared to dynami-
cally regulated phosphorylation in disordered regions
for cell cycle pathways. At the same time, reactions
involving disorder-to-order transitions and binding
through unstructured regions are usually enriched
with pSer and pThr [33,37] and can be used for
activating and inhibitory flows.
It has been a controversial topic in the literature
regarding the functional neutrality and importance of
phosphorylation sites. One might argue that many or
even the majority of phosphorylation events do not
have phenotypic consequence and might not be vital
for the cell survival [27]. Different explanations can
support these ideas including the necessity to retain a
certain level of redundancy in the system to ensure its
robustness. However, regulatory phosphorylation
sites analyzed here might represent cases with critical
functional properties and severe consequences of
their deregulation. Our results show that phosphoryla-
tion sites that can potentially provide pathway crosstalk
are under selective pressure as they maintain a series
of different sequence, structural and thermodynamic
properties consistent with their function. This is evident
from their evolutionary conservation: activating phos-
phosites consist of two fractions of slowly and rapidly
evolving sites. The former fraction is under stronger
evolutionary constraints compared to the rest of protein
family sites.
Overall, our study complements and provides the
novel insights into the current understanding of design
principles of signaling regulation. We argue here that
signaling crosstalk does not require a modular network
structure in principle and may be achieved at the level
of a single protein molecule in a considerable number
of cases. Future experimental studies on the individual
phosphosites and their functional roles may complete
or challenge this view of the phosphorylation networks
and their control principles.Materials and Methods
Linking individual phosphorylation events with their
functions and pathways
To compile a comprehensive list of human phosphory-
lation sites with the functional information on the individual
phosphosites in biological pathways, we first extracted
data on the locations of phosphorylation sites in human
proteins, and for each site, we found its in vivo responsiblekinase and/or its function (“activating” and/or “inhibitory”)
using the PhosphoSitePlus [38] database. Phosphorylation
sites were confirmed by at least two independent high-
throughput experimental studies or one low-throughput
experimental study. Next we eliminated phosphorylation
sites for which the responsible kinases and the functionwere
unknown. After removing redundancy and excluding pro-
teins with sequence identity of more than 50% (the longest
proteinwas retained in the cluster), weended upwith a set of
phosphorylation sites with the known functions of phosphor-
ylation events (“Function” set, 1609 sites on 715 proteins)
and a set with in vivo data on the corresponding kinases
(“Kinase” set, 2465 sites on 1057 proteins) (see Supple-
mentary Materials and Fig. S1 for details). There is an
overlap between Function and Kinase sets, which contains
860 sites on 454 proteins.
Next we derived phosphorylation and protein activation/
inhibition events in human-specific pathways from the
biological pathway databases: KEGG [39], Reactome [40]
and PID [41]. These pathways include biomolecules
and their specific experimentally identified relationships
such as protein binding, activation, inhibition and post-
translational modifications. In KEGG and PID, target
protein–kinase relations may have “activation (active)” or
“inhibition (inactive)” attributes assigned to them, therefore
indicating how phosphorylation may be associated with
activation or inhibition of a target protein. On the other hand,
Reactome uses a reaction-centered ontology to represent
cellular processes. Activity consequences of phosphoryla-
tion events are represented explicitly through downstream
reactions. To infer activity changes from Reactome, we
searched for reactionswhere a phosphate groupwas added
to a protein. We then looked for reactions that are catalyzed
by either the modified state or another state that is produced
directly from the modified state—i.e., it is one-step down-
stream. We annotated a phosphorylation reaction as
“activating” if phosphorylation in Reactome caused activa-
tion or prevented inhibition of the target protein or its
downstream reactions. Similarly, a phosphorylation was
defined as “inhibiting” if it caused inhibition or prevented
activation of the target protein or its downstream reactions.
The redundancy within the pathways was further removed
as described in Supplementary Materials‡.
To integrate the data on phosphorylation sites, respon-
sible kinases and biochemical pathways, we mapped
phosphorylation sites onto pathways via in vivo kinase–
substrate relation. Namely, if kinase A phosphorylates
protein B (A → B) in vivo in PhosphoSitePlus, we use a
corresponding pathway that contains both of these
proteins with recorded relationship A → B. Then, functional
annotation (activating or inhibitory) of phosphorylation
events in Reactome, KEGG and PID pathway databases
was used in the pathway analysis in addition to functional
annotation derived from PhosphoSitePlus. It should be
noted that 81% of phosphosite functions obtained from the
pathway databases coincide with the functional outcomes
annotated in PhosphoSitePlus. As a result, we obtained
354 phosphorylation sites on 152 non-redundant
proteins distributed among 210 non-redundant pathways
(“Pathway” set; Fig. S1). Furthermore, 85 out of 152 proteins
with assigned pathways had two or more phosphorylation
sites. Since pathway databases may differ in terms of the
extent of manual annotation, we repeated all pathway
analyses separately for each pathway database, and the
results are listed in Table S3.
518 Single and multiple phosphorylation in proteinsTo exclude a possible bias coming from proteins enriched
with phosphorylated sites, we also repeated all analyses
without heavily phosphorylated proteins. All results reported
in the paperwere found tobe robustwith respect to adding or
removing heavily phosphorylated proteins (p-values were
less than 0.05 even though the data set was smaller). In
addition, we repeated all analyses by a more stringent
verification of phosphosites by requiring at least two
independent low-throughput studies to support a phospho-
site location. All results reported in the paper were found to
be robust with respect to this additional filter (see tables in
Supplementary Materials). We also performed clustering of
phosphorylation sites to remove potential redundancy at the
phosphosite level for single phosphorylation site analyses
(see Table S4 for details).
We further subdivided all phosphosites into three
categories depending on their activating or inhibitory
effects on the target protein: activating, inhibitory and
sites with dual properties (sites that can function as both
activating and inhibitory according to PhosphoSitePlus
database). For multisite proteins, we defined so-called
“hetero-functional” phosphosite pairs as pairs between
activating and inhibitory, between activating and dual and
between inhibitory and dual sites. All other site pairs were
denoted as “homo-functional” site pairs.
Structural modeling and in silico phosphorylation
Structural templates for modeling were chosen from the
Protein Data Bank [42] using the BLAST algorithm [43]. To
eliminate low-quality models, we selected only those
templates with sequence identities of more than 40% to
the query protein and with more than 80% of template
structures covered by the BLAST alignment. These
thresholds were chosen according to a previous study
showing that high-quality models can always be built for
proteins with sequence identity higher than 40% [44]. To
build homology models, we employed the NEST program
from the Jackal package [45] with the option that optimized
the configurations of loops and secondary structure
regions. The loop prediction program loopy in the Jackal
package was used to complement missing coordinate
regions of some structural templates. Similarly, the
refinement of side-chain conformations was performed
by the side-chain program scap. As a result, we obtained
466 structural models containing 809 phosphosites from
the union of Function and Kinase sets.
For the next step, we phosphorylated the modeled
proteins in silico and calculated the stability changes upon
single phosphorylation events. Namely, we built phos-
phorylated models by attaching the phosphate to those
Ser, Thr and Tyr side chains known to be phosphorylated.
To assess the effect of phosphorylation on protein stability,
we used the FoldX method that performed among the best
three methods in predicting the experimental changes in
stability produced by amino acid substitutions [46]. The
FoldX program [47] estimates protein stability using an
empirical force field; it attaches a phosphate group to
Ser/Thr/Tyr, optimizes the side-chain conformations of the
phosphorylated residue and calculates the difference in
unfolding free energy between the original and phosphor-
ylated complexes (ΔΔG): ΔΔG = GP − ΔGU. Here ΔGP
and ΔGU are the unfolding free energies of the phosphor-
ylated and unphosphorylated states, respectively. Positiveand negative ΔΔG values correspond to destabilizing and
stabilizing effects of phosphorylation.
Evolutionary conservation
We aligned phosphoprotein sequences from our data
set to domain families from the Conserved Domain
Database [48] and calculated evolutionary conservation
using the AL2CO program [49] with default parameters.
Conservation analysis could not be performed for dual
phosphosites since the number of dual sites that could be
mapped on CDD domains was very small. The conserva-
tion score represents the entropy-based measure calcu-
lated from sequence-weighted observed amino acid
frequencies. The score is normalized by subtracting the
mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the score
distribution for the whole alignment. Therefore, the
conservation score of a given site is negative if the site is
less conserved than the average conservation background
of protein family and vice versa. Statistical analyses are
performed as described in Supplementary Materials.Acknowledgements
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